Topologically Protected Metallic States Induced by a One-Dimensional Extended Defect in the Bulk of a 2D Topological Insulator.
We report ab initio calculations showing that a one-dimensional extended defect generates topologically protected metallic states immersed in the bulk of two-dimensional topological insulators. We find that a narrow extended defect, composed of periodic units consisting of one octagonal and two pentagonal rings (a 558 extended defect), embedded in the hexagonal bulk of a bismuth bilayer, introduces two pairs of one-dimensional counterpropagating helical-Fermion electronic bands with the opposite spin-momentum locking characteristic of the topological metallic states that appear at the edges in two-dimensional topological insulators. Each one of these pairs of helical-Fermion bands is localized, respectively, along each one of the zigzag chains of bismuth atoms at the core of the 558 extended defect, and their hybridization leads to the opening of very small gaps (6 meV or less) in the helical-Fermion dispersions of these defect-related modes. We discuss the connection between the defect-induced metallic modes and the helical-Fermion edge states that occur on bismuth bilayer ribbons.